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RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Brock, P (ed.) 2001 Words and Silences: Aboriginal women, politics and land, Allen &
Unwin, Sydney.

The Hindmarsh Island Bridge conflict captured in the public eye the controversy which
surrounds Indigenous women and property rights in Australia. The ridicule of sacred
women’s knowledge as a basis for making decisions over land is brought up by many
authors in this book to exemplify what people are faced with when asserting their land
rights. This publication explores in a political and legal context the dilemmas of operating
in a gendered cross-cultural environment: the invasive legal system, the legacy of male
dominated institutions and sources of female authority. Deborah Bird Rose talks of
‘silences’, of the importance of understanding what is not being said and of the
desecration of sites of significance. Heather Goodall discusses the experience of
colonisation and dispossession in north and far west New South Wales and introduces
women who are relearning their history and culture. Whatever the community, the editor
suggests that ‘no Aboriginal communities have been able to avoid the need to
reconceptualise and adapt cultural understandings to the realities of the politics of the
late twentieth century.’  There are seven papers in this book. Other papers are by Pat
Baines, Diane Bell, and Hannah McGlade, and Sandy Toussaint, Myrna Tonkinson and David
Trigger have published in collaboration.

Litchfield, John. 2001 Mabo and Yorta Yorta Two approaches to history and some
implications for the mediation of native title issues, NNTT Occasional paper no. 3/2001.

Abstract This paper focuses on the specific challenge that the fluid character of native
title is making to institutions that are obliged to grasp an historical understanding of
native title. It is argued that positivist modes of historiography, such as occurred in the
Yorta Yorta trial are inadequate for the task of developing a concept of native title.
Hermeneutics, by contrast, provides a constructive way forward, as was demonstrated in
the use of its principles in Mabo (No.2). It is also argued that the Yorta Yorta appeal
outcome went some way to realigning Yorta Yorta with the Mabo decision. In concluding
this paper, some of the implications for the mediation of native title claims are considered
in the context of the legal developments that are discussed.


